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I. INTBOUUGTIUN 
A* iilatozlcal Deacxli'tion and Statement of izobiem 
J;'oi the examination of atonic epectza in emlssiony the 
Ifflpoztence of the light soazoe is obvious* Beoause of thlsi 
a large part of the effort thut has been expended in speo-
tzosoopy has been directed towards the development of sources 
witn various desirable properties. Besides the refinement of 
flame suurcesy the arc has been developed into a stable as 
well as Intense means for tiie excitation of relatively low 
lying atomic levels. Similarly, the electric spark has been 
transformed into a powerful tool for the production of spec­
tral lines from highly excited and ionized stotes. Its high 
limit of excitation may be still further increased by tae use 
of added capacity in pt^rs-llel with the spark, gap. In addi­
tion to the arc and spark discharges, waicu first distin­
guished between tae spectra of neutral and ionized atoms for 
the spectroscupist, self-sustaining glow dischnrges at low 
pressures have been used as spectroscopic light sources. It 
may be soon,taen, that the spectroscopist has of necessity 
become interested in the processes taking place in electrical 
dischaib'^s through gases and vapore. 
The particular type of discharge lamp wnich is to be 
discussed here was first introduced by iaschen in 1916^. 
Since then txiis hollow cathode dischorge, as it is called, has 
been developed Into an extremely useful tool of high 
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zesolution epeotzoeuopy. A numbez of zeasone aze zoeponslble 
foz this. In the fizst place, an eazly modification by 
2 iichUlez in 1950 bzougirit the cathode of the tube to the out­
side, wheze it oould be cooled by ifflfflezsion into some appzo-
pzietc xcXzlgezant. This hoe led to the poBBlbillty of ze-
ducing appzeuiably the dopplez width of the obaezved atomic 
lines, ix second featuze of the hollow cathode dischazge is 
that the eleutzlc field stzength in the luminous zegion is 
vezy neazly sezo. This absence of net field in the zegion of 
excitation enubies the electzonic tzansitions within the utom 
to take place without Stazk effect, so that no line bzosden-
ing effects aze obsezvea due to this cause. l fuzthez zesult 
of ttiis low field is thst ions fozaed in the dischazge uze 
not zapidly zemoved fzom the catiioae, which makes possible 
the analysis of u spectzum with smallez amounts of mateziol. 
ihizdly, the dischazge may be maintQined in a cazziez gas 
independently of the concentzation of the atoms undez in­
vestigation; because of this, bzoadening of atomic lines 
caused by peztuzbation due to the pzoximity of similaz atoms 
may also be kept down to a minimum. 
In tne uosence of a complete descziption or tue pzo-
cesses involved in the dischazge, howevez, it is difficult to 
pzedict the effects pzoduced by changes in the vazious extez-
nal vaziables. Foz instance, although it hae been noted by 
many investigatozs that the excitation of the atoms investi­
gated ie stzongly dependent on oazziez gas pzessuze, no 
extdnslve data have been published on the fozm of this 
dependence. 
The puxpoee ot this investigation la to determine the 
emplTloal facts on the vaziatlon of Intensity of atomic lines 
observed in a hollow cathode tube of typical modern form. 
Given these factSf it is expected that some criteria may be 
presented for the saltability of such a dischsrge tube to 
produce spectral lines of various types, i^urthernore, it is 
hoped that the observed variations of intensity may lead to 
some further insight into the actual atomic processes involved 
fi. Survey of Literature 
1. The low pressure gas discharge 
Inasmuch as the hollow cathode discharge is a variation 
of the general class of self-sustaining glow discharges, it 
will be helpful to examine briefly the phenomena observed in 
the conventional form. Here, the discharge takes place in a 
linear tube, between plane electrodes, in a gas pressure 
range from a few hundredths of a milllmetez of mercury up to 
several centimeters• The voltage drop between anode and 
cathode varies with the matexial of the cathode and the type 
and pressure of gas, as well as with the physical dimensions 
of the tube and with the current. The appearance and charac­
teristics of the discharge have bean described by many authors 
In particular, a book by &. £. Dexxo^'^ Includes photographs 
of such a tube at varloua pressures along with a rather com-
plete description. That by von £ngel and Steenbeck^ gives a 
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diagzamt fxom which Figure 1 is copied, accompanied by cuzves 
showing the vaxlatlun ot potential, ion concentzatlon and 
othez pazametezs along the length of the disohazge. The 
genezal phenomena have also been zeviewed by Dzuvesteyn and 
15 
Penning^. 
It is seen fzom figure 1 that the discharge is divided 
into several well defined segments, which have been distin­
guished by more or less descriptive names* Immediately in 
front of the cathode is a thin region of "cathode glow", the 
origin of which appears to Loeb^ to be connected with the 
bombazdment of the cathode by the positive ions which cazzy 
most of the cuzzent in the zegion. Next is the cathode dazk 
space, in which the field stzength is highest towazds the 
cathode, azid deczeases with inczeosing distance fzom it. In 
fact, by aesujning this field vaziation to be linecz, von Sngel 
and Steenbeck (zef. 4, p* 72) hcve been able to make a widely 
quoted analysis which yields a cuzzent voltage chszactezistic 
of the discharge that agrees with observation in the domain 
of abnormal disohazge (i.e. at and above the point at which 
the cathode is fully oovezed with glow). The values tabu­
lated by von £ngel and Steenbeck foz the thickness of the 
cathode, oz Czookes, dazk space foz vazious combinations of 
gases and cathode matezials have been compazed by Loeb with 
the calculated kinetic theozy mean fzee paths. These zatios 
aze tabulated by Loeb (zef. 6, p. 513)I their magnitudes zange 
fzom 4B.3 for aluminum in oxygen to 121 for iron in helium. 
-Aston Dork Spnce 
Cathode Glow 
f—Crookcs.or Cothode Dork Spoce 
"Negative Glow 
•Faraday Dark Space 
•Anode Dark Space 
__Field 
Strength 
—-Poten'io'  
.J 
Figure I Low Pressure Discharge between Plane Electrodes 
Positive Column 
Negative Glow 
Cathode Dark Space 
Figure 2 Low Pressure Discharge with Hollow Cathode 
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Therofoie, it Beams evident thut electrons scooieratod from 
the catiiode must undei^j mony coiiiaione, in the claesiool 
uense, baiore leecliin^ tlie i;oint of minimum field stxengtii. 
On the side tjway from the cathode, the Crookee deik 
spece is boundea by the ze^iori of negative glow# iieie the 
field stxent,th ie quite low, and the concenti etion of elec­
tions is ai/pieciable# Xhe mean velocity of the electrons in 
tliis region ie feirly hi^h. .'.s the concentrstlon of elec­
trons incroBsee, and that of poeitive ions decreDses towards 
the anode, the ne^&tive glow becomes lase Intense and fades 
grodually into the Faraway dark space. Beyond this xef.ion 
and fillint the rest of the tube except for a small dark 
space iii front of the anude, is tue brigiitly glo-Ain^j posi­
tive column. 
Information concernint; the field etrengths and ion con-
centretions within various of the discheit^e has been 
obtainea in several different ways. Althouga probe olac-
trodes inserted into the dit'chnrgo cannot be expected to 
assume the came potential as that region of space ^ott-l3clith 
7 
ana Longmuir have shown how their volta^;e-cuxrent ciiaracter-
istic may be used to yield both tiie plasma potential and the 
effective temperutures of the carriers. Field strength has 
also been measured spectroscopically by measurement of the 
Stork effect in various atomic spectral lines emitted from 
Q 
different regions of the discharge,® and by the deflection of 
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a stzesm of electrons directed perpendicular to the axis of 
the dlschaxct^' 
2. The hollow cathode discharge 
Although man^ modifications and refinements of the dis­
charge tube are possible, the essential feature of the 
hollow cathode tube Is Indicated by Its name. The distin­
guishing features of the discharge result from the geometri­
cal shape ol the cathode region, which leads to considerably 
higher concentrations of Ions end electrons than are observed 
In even the positive glow portion of the usual form of glow 
discharge. In most Investigations In which this tube has 
been used as a spectroscopic light source, the cathode has 
been cyllnurlcol. The inside walls bounding this region 
constitute the cathode surface and are covered by some 
appropriate means with a layer of the material whose spectrum 
is to be examined. The shape of the anode is not critical, 
and may consist of a coaxial sleeve or cylinder, either 
surrounding the cathode or displaced some distance along 
their common axis, i'ae cathode may be open at both ends, or 
only one. In the former case, an anode may be used at each 
end. k typical arrangement is shown in cross-section in 
Figure 2. 
Under these circumstances, and within a suitable range of 
gas pressure, the negative glow of a discharge between anode 
ond cathode will be concentrated inside the cathode. 
•8-
septiroted from its intezloz walla by only a voiy norrow 
aiuiulaz cathodQ dazk apaco ana cathode glow, ke In a dle-
ohQZge in a tube with a cathode of the uaual shape, the 
lazgest pazt of the anode-cathode potential dzop takes place 
aczoss this cathode d&zk space, and it is in this zegion that 
the electzons emitted fzom the cathode suzface axe accelez-
ated. Aith the hollow foxm of the cathode comes the impoz-
tant change that this dazk space becomes considezably 
nazz owez • 
This effect has been studied in a somewhat similaz 
geometzy by GOnthezschulze^^®'^, His obsezvations weze of a 
dischazge tube with two plane cathodes, pazallel to each 
othez ond sep&zated by a vaziable distance. At highez 
pzessuzes these cathodes act moze oz less independently, each 
being covezed with its own dazk space and negative glow. As 
the sepazation of the cathodes is deczeosed, oz as the gas 
pzessuze is zeduoed, the negative glows of the two cathodes 
ovezlap, but the thickness of theiz duzk spaces deczeases. 
As this czitical sepazation is zeached theze is a lazge 
inczease in the cuzzent. If the sepazation is deczeased 
still fuzthez to equal the thickness of the cathode fall in a 
plane-electzode tube, the limiting cuzzent density foz nozmal 
cathode fall exceeds by a factoz of the ozdez of one hundzed 
that obsezved with the plane cathode. 
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TUo same results are observed ir. the cylindrical hollow 
cathode; the current density for normal cathode fall is 
greatly increased, Ln indication of the magnitude of the 
effect may be obtained from Tolanaky in his ratlier complete 
diecueeion of tiie hollow c&thode diechor^e es a source for 
12 high-resolution spectroscopy . lie ^iives the figure 
2 
':50 ma/cm as the limiting current density ir. helium. The 
normal current density, in so-called relative units, of 
n 
ma/cm divided by the square of the gas pressure in mm of 
11 
mercury, is given by 2teenbeck to be 2.2 x 10 for a 
plane iron cathode in helium. Thus, if one assumes the 
hollow cathode for which Tolansky quotes his value to have 
been of iron, and the helium to have been at the rather high 
pressure of about four millimeters, a current density magni­
fication factor of one tiiousand is obtained. The "holluw 
cathode effect" has also been investigated iri the cylindri­
cal case by Lompe, beeliger and A'olter^^, who obtained 
similar results. 
3• Ihenomena at the cathode 
The current carriers at the cathode are largely positive 
ions accelerated by the field in the cathode dark space and 
consequently having hi^jh average kinetic energy. The pro­
cesses occurring at the cathode surface ae a result of this 
ion bombfardment hove been studied rather extensively in 
many experiments. ihose processes leoding to the ejection of 
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electione, by which the discharge is rendered eolf-sustyining, 
15 have been studied theoretically by Cobrja and Lamb ^ and in 
T 
rsther rsl'inod experiments by ilai^atrum • iie bombarded 
molybdenum with monoener^etic helium ions, and detected a 
yield of about /,2 electrons per incident iie"*" ion, which was 
routjhly inde^^endent of ion energy from 0 to lOUO ev, for 
clean surfaces. In a gas disciiarge of course, the cathode 
surface is by no means clean, and one would expect the ad­
sorbed gsE layer to influence greatly the secondary electron 
emission* 
l\ further effect of ion bombardment of tiie cathode, the 
phenomenon of Siuttering, ie of great imiort&nce in the use 
of the hollow cathode dlachDr£e as a lif:ht source. Tiiis pro­
cess, by which atoms of the cathode material are introduced 
into the excitation retjion, is responsible for the possibil­
ity of using tlie source for the low-temi ernture examination 
of the spectra of mfjteri&ls with low vapor pressure. The 
mechanism by which an iricident ion is able to eject atoms 
17 from tiie catuode lias been su^gestTd by von ilippel to be 
that of thermal evaporation due to the intense local heating. 
18 i^.ore recently, Keyweil has suggested tuat the incident ion 
loses energy ir; successive collisions with atoms of the cath­
ode through a diffusion process, and tnat each collision, 
until the ion has lost sufficient enerf,y, will result in the 
ejection ol an atom from tae lattice. He, therefore, 
calculfltee on the basis of Fermi's neutron "cooling" theory, 
-li­
the numbei of stuttered atoms per inoidont ion, obtaining a 
logarithmic dependence of this retio on the incident ion 
enei^;/. In the same letter he presents date calculated from 
the weight loss of silver target bombarded by canal-ray 
lone from a ihillips ion gauge cetiiode at relatively low 
pressure. The numbers ho obtains fit such a logarithmic 
curve quite well. 
The majority of the investi^j.ations on the subject, 
however, have been concerned witii the usual application of 
sputtering to the deposition of filuie on surlfjces pieced 
19 
opi^osite the catxioae in a dischurjie. Thus, C. ii. Townes , 
without reference to any ejection mecnanism, but accepting 
the experimental evidence that the sputtered particles are 
20 21 
neutral atoms emitteu in accord witii tlie cosine law , and 
considering oixlj tue aii'fusion of the sputtered atoms, has 
calculat'-!u tne rate of deposition in a few simple geometries. 
For the case in which the collector of the sputtered atoms is 
parallel to the cfetiiode, I'ownes arrives at the conclusion 
tiict the rate of deposition should be inveipely proportional 
to the separation between tii© two. This proprotionality was 
22 23 found experinently by Giintherscjiulze and Blechschoiidt 
In the application of interoet here, the brigutness of 
the spectrum of tue cathode material will be proportional to 
the concentration of sputtered atoms in the discharge region. 
ii'hiB rclctionsiiip should hold quite strictly as long as the 
o o n c e n L i o f  e p a t t e r o d  a t u m e  i s  s m o l l  c o m u B i o d  t o  t h o t  
of tiie utoffls of the c&rriei 
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II. EXr'iPlMKNT 
The experimental procedure vvos designed to yield infor­
mation on the rel&tive intensities of seleotod lines in the 
first spork siectrum of aluminum, as excited in a hollow 
cathode diecheriie wita helium carrier gos. The scale of in­
tensities was rendered uniform at all woveiengtiis within the 
range of investigation, by the use of a tungsten incandescent 
lamp at known temperature for plute calibration. For the 
purpose of surveying, the general behaviour of the discherg-?, 
exposures were mode under o variety of conditions. The ex­
ternal peri-msters which were varied wero cstuode diameter, 
cathode tec:per^ture, total discharge current, and helium 
pressure. The helium used was continuously purified by cir­
culation through appropriate traps. The wavelengtliB of the 
lines whose intensities were mes-sured ranged from 2497 to 
6182 Angstroms. This wavelength ragion was covered by two 
ten inch plates on the quartz spactrogiaph. 
A. The Eischurge lube 
Inasmuch as many of the more recent applications of the 
hollow cathode source have involved the spectra of relatively 
rare materials, low rate of consumption of the sample has 
become an important deeign feature. The operation of the 
dischor^Q witn very small amounts of material is made 
-14-
j/ossible by the ioutiri<i of the circulating carrier gas in 
such a way us lu provide a barrier against the escape of 
sputtered atoms from the cathode* and by the use of an ex­
tension of the anode to collect some of tiiose atoms waich 
are able to escape. The principles of such a design were 
24 laid down in 1935 by SchUler and Oollnow . A more recent 
application is exemplified by a discharge tube used by Arroe 
and Itack^ .^ 
For purposes of this study, an additional requirement 
was that of inter changeability of tne cathodes. A tube was 
built which lncorporct3d the above features for maximum 
economy oi sample material and, in addition, provided for the 
use of various cathodes. 
ihe aischarge tube, shown in cross-section in Figure 3, 
was constructed of glass ana metal. The upper section, of 
glass tubing, vr. e v>ox sealed into the metal part at a tapered 
and ground Joint. The glass tube extended ap-f,er<i from the 
taper to form xns vacuum wall. It had two horizontal siae 
tubes, near tlie top, and a flange at xue xop for a quartz 
window. One of tae siae tubes contained a tungsten wire seel 
for the anode lec^d, the other was the gas inlet, fielow the 
taper, the glass tubing exteijded downward to within a centi­
meter of the cathode. The tapered metal member, a hoavy 
bzass zing, was soldered to a thin-walled monel tube. The 
lower end of this monel tube was in turn soldered to a heavy 
copper cylinder, which was bored to receive the actual 
-15-
Ouortr W'nflnw 
Sylphon 
Main Wax Seal 
3>—-r 1) 
Tap Water 
Anode Cnnnec'lon 
Thin wnll Tij 
Anode Ring Copper 
Bross 
Cathode 
Figure 3 Th(> EKPe'irre'^ti' Tube 
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oatiaode Insezte. Because of Its low thermal conductivity, 
the monel tube made it possible to maintain the cathode and 
the wax seal at quite different temperatures with little heat 
transfer between them. A copper tube wae soldered around the 
breee rln^i to keep the wax at tap water temperature. An 
opening was cut tiirough the wall of the cathode block end 
extended into the cavity below the cathode inserts. k 
smaller monel tube extended upward from here to lead the gee 
which had circulated through the discharge) back to the pump. 
The conical aluminum cathode inserts were bored to various 
internal diameters. In addition, channels were milled down 
their outside surfaces which connected with the discharge 
region through radial 1/16 inch drilled openings. Thus tha 
circulating gas entered the disciiargo region, passed through 
these radial openings and thence down the channels between 
catuode and cathode block and was pumped out through the 
lower tube. 
An anode holder, formed of sheet aluminum, extended 
down Inside the glass tubing and was used to support anode 
rings, of sizes corresponding to the cathodes used. These 
rings served to collect some of those sputtered atoms wuich 
penetrated the "gas window" formed over the cathode. Figure 
4 is a photograph showing the five cathodes used in the 
study, the corresponding anode rings, and the anode holder. 
Ihe taper of the cathodes matched the interior taper of the 
Figure 4. The cntnod'^s, onode Tin^js rnd "node holder 
Figure !?. The experimontsl tube 
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oathode blook quite closely to guoiantee good thermal contact 
between the tvio. The aseemblad tube la siiuwn in operation In 
Figure 5, v^ith the cathode immersed in a beaker ol water for 
temperature control. 
The gas circulating system was ot standard ioxmt and 
utilized a glass mercury pump with especially small diameter 
jet. from the high pressure side of the pump, the helium 
passed in succession through an oven containing cuprous oxide 
for removal of hydrogen, a cold trap containing charcoal, 
past a small tilting McLeod gauge, through a cold trap and 
into the top of the discharge tube. From the bottom of the 
cathode block in the discharge tube the helium was led 
through another cold trap and back to the mercury pump. The 
circulating system, wltii associated details, is shown in 
Figure 6. It v^as found, occasionally, that after the system 
had been opened to the atmosphere mercury from the KcLeod 
gauge had condensed in the connecting tubes on either side of 
the disehBieie tube, between the liquid air traps. To speed 
the removal of any mercury contoainotion here, these connect­
ing tubes were wrapped with asbestos tape and heater winding 
to maintain them at about lOO^C. For use witti helium as a 
carrier gas, all cold traps were immersed in liquid nitrogen. 
The circulating system which wee built for this investigation 
also had an alternative path for the use of argon es a 
carrier gas. The ar^^on could be purified by circulating it 
through a discharge between magnesium electrodes instead of 
-19-
J 
ID 
Figure 6 The Circulnt'rg System 
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through the ohaicoal tiap. 
The hollow cathode discharge received power from a 2^00 
volt D, C. geneintor, through e bank, of ten 75 watt light 
bulbs in series to act ea ball&st. The output was controlled 
by rheostats in the field circuit of the generator, power for 
field coils being obteined from the 115 volt I. C. supply. 
In operation, the discharge wss in generol mor^ stable 
at higher pressures, with larger cathodes, at lower currents 
and at lower temperotures. uowaver, the of inatcbil-
ity overlapped tUe planned range of oparnting conditions 
onl^ for the smallest cathode diameter, ct the lower pres­
sures* Thus it was found impossible, with the 3*5 oun cathode 
at 100°C., to keep the discharge inside the cathode for 
pressures leas tiisn 2mm. even with this cathode at ice 
temper&ture, waen the pressure could be rcduced to 1.C5 mm, 
the maximum current possible was only about half that used 
for the otuer high-current exposures. The voltage across the 
tube for a given current incressed rather slowly with de­
creasing pressure until the region of instability was 
approached, when it rose fairly rapidly. 
The purification of the helium wtis principally accom­
plished by the adsorption of foreign gases in the activated 
charcoal. The charcoal trap was immersed in liquid nitrogen, 
and proved quite effective. To maintain the adsorption 
capacity, tixe g^jnoral operating piocedure adopted included 
baking the trap at about 450°C. overnight with the forepump 
-21-
on, altaz each day's exposures. In the morning the oven was 
removed, and after cooling, the choieoal trap waa again reedy 
for use. 
B* The Calibration wource 
For calibration purposes, a special incandescent lamp 
was constructed with a quartz end, joined to a pyrex body 
with a gr>.ded seal. The lends were brought into the tube by 
means of tvso Kovar-to-glass tube seals, and the filament, a 
tungsiten ribbon .040 by . -008 inches, by about 5/8 inch long, 
was spot-welded onto heavy nickel leads. Tno upper part of 
the tube contulned a ring-shaped tray of calcium metal. 
The tube was filled through a one centimeter bore pyrex 
stopcock, which was also used for sealing off. The cleaning 
and filling procedure finally adopted involved a thorough 
evacuation with a mercury diffusion pump through a cold trap, 
and baking at 450^0. After the baking had been in progress 
for two or three hours to ensure the decomposition of any 
calcium hydroxide on the surface of the calcium chips, the 
oven was removed and the tray of calcium heated by induction 
to a bright red. This vaporized the calcium metal, which 
condensed onto the upper part of the tube. The oven was then 
repl&oed and baking continued for two more hours. The tube 
was then slowly filled witn commercial argon, through s 
U tube trap in liquid oxygen to freeze out any water vapor 
'22" 
oontominstion. Oxytien, iother thon nitrogen, iiioe used on the 
cold trap to avoid exoeseive condenBstion of the urgon gae. 
The er^on preeBuie ineide tiie tuba wee biougUt up to about 
tAO atoiospheree and the stopcocH closed. The lamp wds then 
I9hd^ for use. 
Ihe filament of the lamp was run at a brightness temper­
ature of 2400*^C. 88 meoBured on a Leeds and liurthzup optical 
pyrometer. Ihie corresponds to an actual temperature of 
A. The relative energy output of a black body at ttiis 
temperuture vkae calculated as a function of wavelength using 
Aien's approxiatition and these figures were multiplied by the 
emissivity of tungeten at this temperature and at the appro­
priate wavelengtn. Ihe emissivity values used were graphi-
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caily interpolated from dots published by iiamaker . At the 
operating temporcture, the total power dissipation of the 
lamp was about 65 vratts. The lamp was operated from the I. 0. 
Bupply, with storetQ batteiies in pBrallel for regulation, 
and a balancing resistor set so th&t the rate of discharge of 
the batteries was approximnteiy zero, 
Ihe object of the argon filling of the lamp wwe to re­
tard evaporotion of tiio tungaten. I^espite tliis, the tiisfflent 
ribbon evidently did decrease in thickness during the course 
of the experiment. The small progressive increase in resist­
ance noted was, at the time of the exposures, erroneously 
attributed to trouble with the lead wires, and consequently, 
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the lamp was set euch time et the ouzzent which had zaised 
the lilument to the propez tdmpezBtuze when it was first 
calibzoted. Upon the completion of the series of exposures, 
the temperature v^se again meaeuroa nx this current and it was 
discovered that the increcce of reeietonce had been primarily 
due to evsporation of filament aaterial. 
A set or coriection factors wRe calculated to fit the 
observed data on the volto^e required by the Isamp curing the 
course of its use. The t'3sii^er;:ture increase predicted from 
txiis calculGtion matched that obseived at the conclusion of 
the series of ex^usuree quite oloseiy. These coriections 
were, therefure, up^lied with confidence in the final reauc-
tiori of data as deccribed below. 
C. The Lipectrograph and Optical System 
The spectrograph used was o single piism instrument, 
witn focal length of the comer« iens longer than that of the 
oollimr^toi leiis, modeled after the 3auBch and I.omb medium 
quartz spectrograph. The radiation which emerged from the 
discharge tube passed through a quartz lens of 12 cm focal 
length, was turned through 90° by an aluminized fzont surface 
mirror, and formed an image of the cathode 12 cm in fzont of 
the spectzogzaph slit. This image wns in tuzn focussed on 
the collimeitoz lens of the spectzogzaph by e quartz condens­
ing lena of focal length 8.1 cm, which was pieced 2.3 cm in 
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fzont of the slit. The magnification obtained with this 
optical tzain was such th&t the collimator lens was Just 
filled with li^^it when the smallest cathode (?.5 mm diameter 
opening) was used. vVith l&zgez cathode sizes, of couzse, 
only light from theiz centezs was utilized by the spectzo-
graph. Because of this situation, the data as obtained 
compaze the aveza^^e bzightnesses of the dischaTgee. 
For compazison of the hollow cathode souzce with the 
tungsten lamp, the mounting of the lattez was pivoted to per­
mit ito filament to occupy the same position in fzont of the 
condensing lens as the fizst imege of the hollow cathode. 
V*ith the calibzetion souzce in place, an enlazged image of its 
filament was pzojected onto the collimstoz lens. This image 
e x t e n d e d  h o z i z o n t a l l y  a c z o e s  t h e  c o l l i m a t o z  e n d  w a s  3 * 2  t u r n  
high. Figure 7 is a diagram of the optical system. For use 
with the calibration lamp, a symmetrical, five step sector 
wheel between the condensing lens and slit was rotated at 
36C0 z.p.m. iVith two periods of the step pattezn around the 
cizcumference of the sector wheel, the resulting frequency of 
120 flasiies per second is solely above the rates at which the 
response of the puotographic emulsion is distorted by the 
28 intezmittency effect , 
The compazison of zadiant enezgy in continuous and in 
line spectza involves some of the constants of the dispersing 
2 
system. If ergs/cm sec is the zadiant enezgy flux density 
fzom a monocnzomatic souzce of wavelength A, incident on the 
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8lit within the solid angle accei^ted by the collimatoi, then 
the energy flux ticnsmitted by ti^e st)ectiogit:i.ii is 
Iwf ezge/aec* iieie 1 and v( axe the length and v^ldth of 
the slit, end f the tioneniieeion factor of the spectrograph 
optics. This radiation is fc^cuseed onto the |.lete to form an 
image of tue slit 1' om high end w' cm wide. The energy flux 
density on the pl&te at position s, corresponding to the 
wavelength X is then 5x-flw/I'w' ergs/cm eeo. for line 
spectra which do not overlap, the dispersion of the prism has 
no effect bo long ae the width of tha siectral line ie small 
enough so that its dispersed image is small compnred to the 
geometrical slit image width w'* 
For 8 continuous spectrum, however, the dispersion of 
the prism becomes important. In this case the energy dens­
ity at the wavelength A within a wavelexigth range dA must be 
p 
written dX, again in ergs/cm sec. The resultant energy 
flux density on tha plate at position s is «Jx ' 
2 
ergs/cm sec. At the position s, however, the plate receives 
light of wavelengths different from A due to the continuous 
overlap of the slit images. To calculate the total energy 
flux density incident on the plate one must integrate the 
above expression over the range of wavelength falling on 
the plate at this point. The extent of tnis range is deter­
mined by the widtii of the spectrograph slit, so that the 
total energy flux density at point s is: 
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flw/I'w'^ J* dX » flw/l'w* J J} 
. 3i-
A. 
« J}^- flw/l'V«'- • W' 
ri \ 
wheio "2^ la the lineoi diepereion of the apectrograph, and 
ie aaaumed cunstsnt over the small wavelength range in­
volved. The ratio of the energy flux densities at the plate 
from I cortinuouB source ond from a line source is therefore: 
J a d A  .  w •  
Ea ds 
- dA w 
-  Y T - ^ ' W  
where i/iu is the horizontal magnification of the slit image 
in the spectrograph. Both Mm and vary with wavelength. 
In accord with these results, the calculated energy flux 
from the tungsten lamp was multiplied by the linear disper­
sion of the spectrograph, its horizontal magnification, and 
the slit width. This function was then taken as proportional 
to the energy flux density incident on the plate at various 
wavelengths from the calibration lamp. 
The spectrt were recorded on two different kinds of 
photogrspuic emulsion. For the wavelength range 2490 to 3100 
Angstroms, Eastman type Qh 1 plates were used. This emulsion 
is not especially sensitized beyond the natural wavelength 
range of silver bromide, and was used in the ultraviolet 
exposures to minimize fogging from the rather intense light 
of longer wavelengths, which wes scattered from the optics 
during tue calibration exposures. In the near ultraviolet 
and visible region, Eastman type K plates were used. The 
effect of scattered light woe negligible here, due to the 
shorter colibrr.tion oxpoeuros necesBery at these longer 
wavelengths. The platae were developed in IK 50, as uni­
formly as possible by hand, and with constant brushing to 
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minimizo the Bberhaio effect in the neighborhood of the 
calibration strips. 
D. The ilan of Exposure 
Aith each of the five oethodee a pair of plates was 
exposed at each of three different cathode temperatures. 
liieee were determined by appropriate constant te-xperature 
beths, into which the lower end of the tube was Immersed. 
Liquid nitrogen, ice and water, and boiling water were 
used. On each plate, in addition to the calibration spectra, 
exposures to trie hollow cathode discharge were made at four 
different carrier gas preesures. In all cases except that 
with the smalle&t diametei cnthode, the pressures at which 
exposures were maue were 6.0, 4.0, 2.00 and 1.00 mm of mer­
cury. At each of tlieee pressures, an exposure was made at 
high current (about 65^ ms total discheT£e current) and at 
low current (about 2u0 me). In addition, Xue plates exposed 
with the lorgGst cfcthude also contained spectra at an inter­
mediate current. .n the remaining plates, two high current 
spectra were recorded at each pressure. These differed in 
exposure time by a factor of ten. Thus each plate contained 
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tweive Htoiiiic siectia. xheee spectra contained manj/ lines of 
He I, some oi He II, tue stronger lines oi i.l I and II, and 
some imparity lines, j-'iisse latter included tne sensitive 
lines ol' mB^nesium in tiie ^reen, hg I and, occasionally, 
H£ I ^ 5461. 
From amonti tiiese, twenty-eigUt lines from tji.e spectra 
oi sinjiiy ionized aluminujn \\ere selected for sxudy. These 
includea ail detectable members of tnree series, tue 
5^D - n^i!\ the 4^1/ - n^i'' and tae - n^G. In addition, 
tnree lines orij^inating from low-lying Ll II levels were 
measured. lais yielaea inlormation on txie total rate of 
excitation oi ionizad aluminuiu to singlet ana triplet states, 
u-. The .-eduction of jjata 
The liKiit transmittea by the plates at wave-lenj^tns of 
interest was measured on an /vpplied Researcxi Laboratories 
aiicr opuotometer-coiiipi.r f-itor . j.'ue lines wuuse intensities were 
to be measurea Aere first iaentified on one pair of plates, 
upon whicn the positions of all lines aad been measured witn 
an L-erliKon coinpart;tor, i-rom tns data on tnese plates, and 
witji ^ae use of appropriately spaced nelium lines as stan­
dards, the iiartmann dispersion formula was usea to calculate 
tae wavelengths of all lines. After drawing correction 
curves to further verify the identification of the selected 
aluminum II lines, taese were morKea witn inK dots. 
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The dots waie txoriafaired to the other plates and,so a 
further cheoJt., mHpa were drawn of the images of tJieee and 
aurroundinfc: linos us tiie^ appeared on the Applied Peeeorch 
Laboratories comparutor screen. The photo-electric cell 
galvanoflieter circuit of this instrument wgs set to read 100 
at a clear portion of each plate wliich had been shielded from 
exposure by the side of the plateholder. In addition to the 
readings of transiriissiun ut euca step of the continuous 
spectra at tiie selected wavelengths, and of the lines them­
selves on the discharge tube spectra, background readings 
were taken on either side of the lines. 
The resultant gi^lvanometer re&dings were reduced to 
intensity values by the use of characteristic curves, of log 
galvanometer reading against log exposure. These character­
istic curves were plotted from the galvano-neter readings of 
the calibration spectra. It was found thfit development 
conditions of all the plates nad been very nearly equal, so 
that the slopes of saaiple characteristic curves varied little 
from plate to plate. ^Accordingly, a set of "master curves", 
one for et^ch wavelength, was plotted from plates of average 
contrast. Linear correction curves were then drawn on trac­
ing paper for each plate, their slopes representing the rela­
tive deviation of the contiost of that plpte froa tlic mean. 
The net exposure (i.e. a number proportional to tue line's 
original energy density on the plnte), v.as tiien determined 
graphically as tiie difference in exposure between tue line 
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and its b&ok^round* The cozzectlon fox the slope of the 
ohazaotezlstio cuzves wee accomplished by use of the tzaolng 
papez ovezlay, and the tidditional cozzectlon for the aging of 
the tun^^oten oalibzatlon souzce was applied by shifting the 
ovezlay the calculated distance along the exposuze ozdinote 
of the log-log papez on which the mactez cuzve was dzawn. 
Tneee values weze then divided by the time of exposuze 
to give a new set of numbezs, pzopoztional to the bzlghtness 
of the Bouzoe at each of the selected wavelengths. 
3^ 
III. BIISULTS 
A. Iresentatlon of Lata 
The bxlghtnesses ot all lines nieasuzed is given on an 
Bibitxary scale. »Mth exposures of ten minutes, the lowest 
brightness measurable on the plates v^as about 3.05 in these 
units. The numerical data on the brigrixness of the source 
at the various wavelengths is presented in two parts. 
The results for members of the three series of lines 
axe given graphically. Each graph shows line brightness as 
a function of the principal quantum number n of the level 
from wiiich the line originates. The abscissa is drawn to a 
linear scale, giving the excitation energy of the upper level. 
This scale is in units of reciprocal centimeters above the 
ground state of neutral aluminum. 
Jeveral points are to be noted, in general, concerning 
all the charts. Although the same unit of brigiitness is 
retsinea throughout, two different scales ere utilized for 
the ordinete. Thus, the charts of data taken at high dis­
charge current have an ordinate scale of 5 brightness units 
per inch, while the low current data is plotted at 'd 1/2 
units per inch. 
Inasmuch as it is the source brightness which is given 
below, it must be remembered that the data do not directly 
represent the effect of varying cathode size on the total 
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zadlated powez. The obeezved bxlghtness fxom the smallez 
cathodes le fuzthez accentuated because the dlschazge cuz-
zenta «eie roughly the aaoie for all cathodes* 
The dote on the sezlea lines have been presented 
graphically in ordez to display, more conveniently, the 
changes In line brightness from one series member to the 
next, and to b'hoy, how these relationships vazy with the ex-
teznal pazameteze of the aisohazge. 
The stzength of all A1 II lines was dependent also on 
the efficiency of sputtezing sud of ionization of the alu-
minom atoms. Independent infozmation on the concentration 
of oluminum was obtained fzom measuzements of souzce bzight> 
ness at the wavelengths of thzee tzansitlons fzom low-lying 
levels* To yield acta on the excitation to singlet kl II 
levels, the two tzonsitionB - 4^S and - 3p^ at 
2816 and 3901 zespectively, weze obsezved. To detezmine 
the degzee of tziplet excitation, the inter-coabinatlon 
1 line 3 Sq - 3 1-'2. was measuzed. These bzlghtneeses, 
in the same unite as used above, aze pzesented in tabulaz 
fozm following the gzaphe of the sezies data. 
All of the high cuzzent exposures except two were with 
6^0 ma discharge current. In all data pertaining to the 
3,50 fflffl cathode, the current was 365 ma for the exposuzee 
at 1.05 mm, and ^50 me fox those at 2.00 mm. 
The low cuzzent data were taken with vazious dlschazge 
cuzzent values, shown in Table 5* 
f^lguie 6. Singlet F bexiee at High Current 
(Variation of firlghtneea with Garilex 
Gas Presaure and Cathode Clameter) 
The members of the aerlea 3^D - n^P, with their wave-
lengtha and excitation ener^^iea, are: 
n X S above kl I groand state 
6 5428.9 k 187,522.1 om'^  
7 3C74.7 190,880.8 
8 2881.5 195,061.1 
9 2762.5 194,555.7 
10 2685.5 195,625.4 
11 2627.7 196,411.8 
12 2586.9 197,010.8 
15 2556.0 197,478.4 
14 2552.1 197,847.8 
15 2515.15 198,145.4 
16 2497.85 198,588.9 
Cathode temperriture for all of the graphs in this 
figure was 0®C. 
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Figuia 9* Singlet if Sezlee at Lom« Cuzzent 
(Vazlatlon of Bzightnees with Cezxiez Gas 
ii'zeeauze and Catiiode Dlaaietez, at Low Cuzzent) 
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figuze was 0°C» 
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Figure 10. Singlet F Series - High Current 
(Veriation of Brightness with Carrier 
Gas Pressure and Cathode Temperature 
at iiigh Current) 
Cathode diameter for all of the graphs in this 
figure MBS 7«24 am* 
The graphs at Iggth " duplicates of the 
graphs at cathode diameter 7.24 i&m in Figure 8. 
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riguze 1^. Izlplet ? Series - High Current 
(Varletlon of Bilghtnese with Carrier 
Gae Pressure and Cathode Diameter 
at High Current) 
A * 
The members of the ssrlee 4 1^ - n'P, with their wave­
lengths and excitation energies, are: 
n _A E above A1 I ground state 
7 4586 A 191,549.0 om"^ 
8 4227 193,408.1 
9 3996 194,777.0 
10 3842 195,779.4 
11 3734 196,528.3 
12 3656 197,101.7 
13 3597 197,548.7 
14 3552 197,904.7 
15 3516 198,192.4 
The twelfth member of this series, A 3656, was not ob­
servable here because of interference from the much 
stronger Al II line, at ^ 3655. 
ivieasurements were not possible in all cases on the 
tenth series member, A.3842, due to the high background from 
halation on the plats in the neighborhood of the helium line 
at A3838. 
Cathode temperature for ell of the graphs in this 
figure was C^C. 
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Flguze 13* Triplet P Seziee - Low Cuzzent 
(Vezletlon of Bzlghtnees with Cazzlez 
Gee Pzeesuxe and Cathode Ijiametez 
at Low Cuzzent) 
Cathode tempezatuze foz all of the gzaphe In this 
figaze was O^C. 
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Figure 14. Triplet F Series - Iligh Current 
(Variation of Brightneee with Carrier 
Gae xressure and Cathode lempereture 
at liigh Current) 
Cathode diameter for all of the grapUe in this 
figure wae 7.24 mm. 
The graphs at « 0°C. are duplicates of the 
graphs at cathode diaaeter 7.24 mm in Figure 12. 
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yigaze 15* Triplet F Sezles - Low Current 
(Varlotlon of Brightness with Carrier 
Qaa iresBure and Cathode Temperature 
at Low Current) 
Cathode diameter fur all of the graphs In this 
figure waa 7*24 mm* 
The graphs at • 0®C. are duplicates of the 
graphs at cathode diameter 7*24 oun In Figure 13* 
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Figure 16. Triplet G Series - High Current 
(Variation of Brightness with Carrier 
Gas Pressure end Cathode Diameter 
at lilgh Current) 
•5 "5 
The members of the series 4 F - n'^G, with their 
wavelengths and excitation energiesi are: 
n \ S above A1 I ground atate 
6 6182 A 187,867.9 cm'^ 
7 5145 191,128.4 
8 4640 193,iJ43.9 
9 4347 194,693.7 
10 4160 195,730.2 
11 4031 196,496.8 
12 3939 197,079.6 
Uncertainties on the 11th series member, A403I, were 
lurge due to the high background from halation surrounding 
the very strong helium line A 4026. These errors are indic­
ated by vertical lines through the points. 
The 9th serios member, A 4347, was masked in one case 
by interference from a close impurity line. 
Cathode temperature for all of the graphs in this 
figure was O^C. 
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Flguze 17. Triplet G Series - Low Current 
(Variation of Brightness with Jarrier 
Gas Pressure end Cathode Diemeter, 
at Low Current) 
Cathode temperature for ell of the gxaihe in this 
figure was O^C* 
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Figure 1& Triplet G Series - IIi£^h Current 
CVerietion of BrigLtnees with Cczriei 
Gae i'reeeure end Cathode Tempercture 
et High Current) 
Cathode diameter for all of the graphs in thie figure 
was 7*24 flun* 
The graphs at « 0®C. are dupliootes of the 
graphs at cathode diameter 7*24 mm in Figure 16. 
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Flguze 19* Iziplet G Seziee - Low Cuzzent 
(Vazlstlon ot Bzlghtness with Cezziez 
Gas Pzeseuze and Cathode Tempezatuze 
at Low Cuzzent) 
Cathode dlametez loz all of the gzaphs in thle flguze 
waa 7>24 imn* 
The gzaphe at a'® dupllcatee of the 
gzaphs at cathode dlametez 7*24 mo in Flguze 17. 
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Table 1 
Biightnese of Lines fzoa Low Al II Levels 
at Varying Catiiode IJlameters end Uellua Pressures 
with High Current, Cathode at O'^C. 
p 
mm 
Hg 3.50fflm 7.24mm 
Cathode Diameters 
10.5ffim 14.0fflm 17.7mffl f c> o
 
1 
•
 
T-
\ 
>1300®'^ 
•9 >> 
20 r 2° 
500 t 50 
105 
16± 1 
620 t 62 
5315 
27 
900 £ 90° 
2001 20° 
33° 
57 
21 
14.8 
2.00 >1300 
90 
311 3 
500 £ 50 
701 5 
19 
330133 
16 
10.5 
420142 
111 1 
45 
2.8 
2.6 
4.0 >1300 
62 
30£ 3 
350^35 
19 
6.4 
2101 21 
5.0 
3.2 
290 ± 29 
8.5£.8 
3.1£.5 
135-10 
2.3 
1.65 
6.0 760180 
18.4 
20 2 
230 i 23 
8.5 
3.5i.4 
200 t 20 
2.7 
2.0 
220 1 22 
4.9 
2.0 
33 
2.1 
0.21.05 
JSach entry in the tables consists of three nuabers 
arranged vertically; these numbers give the brightnesses of 
the lines A2816, X3901 and ^ 2669 respectively. The first 
two of these are lines from singlet levels, the third is an 
Intercomblnatlon line from the lowest triplet level. The 
entries in the sucoeeding tables are slso arranged in this 
order. 
^ The helium pressure was adjusted at 1.05mm instead of 
l.OOmm for this 3.50Aa cathode for the sake of stability. 
° The helium pressure during the exposures with the 14.0 
mm cathode wee 0.95bub Instead of l.OCmm. 
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Table 2 
Bzlghtneaa of Llnea fzom Low A1 II Levela 
at Varying Cathode Claffleteza and Hellua Pzeaauzea 
with Low Ouzzenti Cathode at O^C. 
p 
mm 
Hfi 5 .50fflffl 7•2400 
Cathode 
lO.Sfflffl 
Dlaneteza 
14.0ffla 17.7ffln 
1.00 > 71® g 
11.1® 
2.45® 
92 
37 
3.0 
not 11 
19 
6.3 
96i: 
471 4J 
7.1 ° 
7.8 
2.34 
1.63 
2.00 > 86 
11.3 
3.1 
150 115 
23 
3.6 
66 i 7 
5.1 
3.7 
30 
7.2 
1.8 
4.5 
0.35 
0.26 
4.0 110111 
4.3 
1.65 
23 
3.4 
0.94 
13.4 
0.59 
0.30 
33 
1.05 
0.56 
2.61 
0.04i.01 
0.04±.01 
6.0 65^ 6 
0.87 
1.23 
2.18 
0.104 
0.032+ 
0.22 
0.04t 
.008 <.04 
0.49 
.008 0.043t 
<.08 
0.38 
.007 0.049i.0] 
<.05 
° The hellua pzeaauze was adjuated at 1.05ffla Inatead of 
l.OOfflffl foz thla 3.50nB cathode foz the sake of atability. 
^ The hellua pzeaauze duzlng the expoauzea with the 14.0 
oa oethode was 0.95iaa Inatead of l.OOaa. 
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latlo 3 
Bzightnese of Lines fxoa Low A1 II Levels 
at Vazying Cathode Tefflpezatuzes and Helium Pzasauzes 
at High Guzzent with 7*24 fflffl Diametez Cathode 
p 
fflffl 
Hg 100° C. 
Cathode lempezatuzes 
0° C. ^ 
-190° C. 
•
 
1 
O
 
o
 
440 t 44 500 ±50 350 ±35 
140 t 14 105 110 107 ± 10 
12.2 16 ±1 18.1 
2.00 480 t 48 500 i 50 250±25 
110 111 70 t 5 45 t 5 
1 6  ± 1  19 11.0 
4.0 310 ± 31 550 ±35 150 ±15 
29 i 3 19 9 ± 1  
5.8 iO.6 6.4 2.3 
6.0 2701 27 230 ± 23 50 i 10 
11.9 8.5 2.0 
3.5 ± .3 3.5 i .4 0.67 
° Ihe oolumn of bzightneas at cathode tempezatuze 0 C. 
ia a duplicate of the column at cathode diametez 7*24 mm in 
Table 1. 
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lablQ 4 
fizlghtneae of Lines fzon Low Al II Levels 
at Vazylng Cathode Tempezatuze and Hellua Fzessuzes 
at Low Guzzent with 7*24 mm Dlametez Cathode 
p 
mm 
HM 100® C. 
Cathode Tempexatuzes 
0° C.® 
-190° C. 
•
 
I 
O
 
o
 
84^^ 8 
46 
2.6 
92 ±9 
37 
3.0 
60 
27 
3.6 
2.00 110 i 11 
42 
5.1 
150 ±15 
23 
3.6 
32 
7.5 
1.27 
4.0 55 i 5 
7.3 
1.6 
25 
3.4 
0.94 
1.45 . 
0.076 t 
.14 
.01 
6.0 2.52 
0.064 ^  
0.034 t 
.008 
.008 
2.18 
0.104 
0.032 t.008 
0.037 ± 
< .1 
< .037 
.01 
The column of bzightnesses at cathode tempexataxes 0 
C. la a duplicate of the column at cathode diametex 7«24 mm 
in Table 2. 
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Table 5 
Valuee of Disohazga Curxent 
for "Low Current" Date 
in mllllamperes^ 
p 
3.30fflffl 
Cathode Diameters 
(^oath-
7.24ma 10.5Bun 14.0mm 17.7fflffl 
*
-•
 
•
 0
 
0
 
165 200 215 215 125 
2.00 145 250 240 165 140 
4.0 170 255 245 215 125 
6.0 170 160 160 150 125 
Cathode Temperatures 
(Cath. Diam. « 7.24mffl) 
100°C. 0®C. -190°C. 
1.00 200 200 225 
2.00 240 250 255 
4.0 250 255 250 
6.0 170 160 245 
Dlsoharge currents for all "High Current" data were 
630 ma In all oases except for the two lowest pressures, at 
O^'C.i with the 3.30aun cathode. kX 1.03au& pressure the high 
current was 36^ mSf and at 2.00iiiin It was 550 ma. 
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B, Pxeoleion of (>.ea8uxement8 
^xzoze In tne numezlcal values fox line bxightnesa 
xesultea fzom aeyexal causes. Fixst among these may be 
listed effects involving the calibxation spectra. The 
filament tempexatuxe of the compaxlson lump was xeadable to 
a pxecision of 3" This exxox was equal to that caused 
by the exxox ol ampexe in setting the filament cuixent. 
in addition to this setting exxoxt the accuxacy of the 
compazison of bxightnesa was impaixed also by an uncextainty 
in the magnitude of the coxxection fox aging of the lamp 
filament. Inis exxox was due to the lack of pxecise infox-
mation on the xelative powex dissipation thxough xadiation 
and conduction to the cxgon filling gas. The xesultBnt 
unoextainty in the coxzected filament tampexatuxe was about 
6® K. 
Ihe total pxobable exxox in the tempexatuxe of the 
compBxison lamp filament due to these two independent causes 
was thus about 7*8® K. Using Wien*B appxoximation fox ther­
mal xadiation, the logaxithmic tempexatuxe dexivative of the 
powex pex unit wavelength xange is obtained, yielding: 
A J* • 1*438 AT t ^ in cm, T in degzeea Kelvin. 
"37 A. X "TT 
The uncextainty in the bxilliance of the compaxlson 
lamp at wavelength A thus vaxies fzom at A6180 to at 
A 2490 Angstxoms. 
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All Of the oalibzation data were also affected by a 
zandom ezzoz in setting the speotzogzaph alit. Fzom a 
statlstloal examination of the extrapolated charactexistio 
ouzves of all plates at thzee sample wavelengthsi the 
pzobable ezzoz in setting the apectzograph slit foz the 
oalibzation exposuzas was 0.002 mm. This figuze agzees in 
ozdez of magnitude with miczometez miczoecope obeezvationa 
on the slit itself, which were made pzevioue to the 
expoauzes. Foz the ultzaviolet plates where the elit width 
used foz the continuoua spectza was 0,2 mm, this amounted to 
only 1^. Uowevez, on the visible platea, foz which the slit 
width was only 0.03 mm, this slit setting ezzoz was 6.79(. 
The othez factoze in the calculation of the calibzetion lamp 
bzillianoe, namely, the values computed fzom Alan's formula, 
the hozizontal magnification end the dispersion of the 
spectrograph, introduced ezzoza which weze negligible in 
compaziaon to those given above. 
The ezzozs connected with the oalibzation souzce affect 
the absolute value of the unit of bzightnesa in which the 
line bzightneases have been given. Any comparison of the 
brightness of measured A1 II lines which were observed on 
different plates ia thus subject to these uncertainties. 
The zecozded bzightness values foz all lines aze 
fuzthez affected by ezzozs in the miczophotometez zeedinga 
and theiz treatment. In the majority of cases, in which the 
galvanometer readings lay zoughly between 3 and 40 (in which 
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oases the data were read from the stzalght-llne portion of 
the ouaxaotezlstlc ourve), these errors did not exceed 3 o x  
4 *^ ii'or lines stronger or weaker then these, the error of 
rebding increased oonsiderobly. In a few oasee, in whioh 
the desired lines were surrounded by above average back­
ground, the photometric errors were as large as 50/> In 
the graphs and tables above, the brightness values of these 
exceptional cases are accompanied by estimatee of the 
photometric uncertainties* 
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lY. DISCUSSION 
k, Genezal Festuzes of the Feeulte 
The bzlghtneea meaeuzements zeveal a mazked dependence 
of the zato of kl II tzsnaitlone upon the external dlsohazge 
pazameteze. The excitation into the vazious quantum states 
of the ion is not at all what would be expected on the basis 
of a thezmal distzibution of exciting energy. This is es­
pecially tzue at low pzessuzest and with the smallez diam-
etsz cathodes. The most stziking feature of the zesults, 
the ; v~ak8 in the gzaphs of bzightnese vezsus quantum numbez 
n of the highez excited state of the sezies linest is evi­
dence of the nonunifozfflity of the excitation pzocesses. 
In genezal it may be obsezved that the zatios of line 
bzightnesses foz high and low cuzzents aze gzeatez than the 
cozzesponding zatios of cuzzents, pazticulazly foz the 
weaker lines. Thus the line bzightnesses evidently inczease 
moze zapidly than lineazly with the cuzzent, although fzom 
examination of the data some satuzation effect might be 
suspected in cases wheze the excitation is vezy strong. 
In most cases the line brightnesses increase also with 
cathode tempezatuze. Ueze, howevez» the dependence is in no 
case vezy steep, and foz some lines at the lowest pzessuze, 
the bzightness even deczeases with zising tempezatuze. 
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Ihe yaxlatlons with cathode diametez and gas pzessure 
axe ffloxe complex, ifxom the extx ernes of high px ess axes and 
laxge cathode diameteis, the bxlghtnesses of the Al II lines 
incxease as the gas pxessuxe ox cathode dlametex is xeduoed, 
until an optimum is zeached neax the lowex extxeme xanges of 
these two paxametexs. fxom hexe, howevex, the rates of 
decrease of the line brightnesses axe not laxge. 
To make possible a more quantitative undexstanding of 
even these genexal txends in the bxightnes8» it is necessaxy 
to examine in moxe detail the actual atomic procesees in the 
discharge. Although this examination cannot here be thor­
ough enough to enable a complete description of the excita­
tion, nevertheless, sufficient material may be presented for 
a semi-quantitative explanation of the trends noted above. 
B. Interpretation of Besults in lerms 
of fundamental I'rooesses 
To explain the line brightnesses in this experiment, 
the basic problems to be solved may be phrased as follows. 
By what processes are the aluminum atoms introduced into the 
discharge, ionised and excited into the Al II states from 
which transitions are observed? What are the concentrations 
of the reacting particles in these processes, and how do 
they vary with the external parameters? 
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The dlacusslon of theso pioblema will involve a 
oonaldezatlon of the fflajoz atomlo pxooeaaea in the diaoharge, 
and of the paxtiolea involved. Iheaa latter eze aooordingly 
liated heze. 
Xhe helium gaa atoma aze the main oonatituent partiolea 
in the zegion, and theiz ooncentzation in atoma pez om^ ia 
zepzeaented by n. Ihe avezage velocity of theae neutzal 
helium atoma ia v. Some of theae helium atoma aze pzeaent in 
"5 1 
one of the metaatable atctea, 2 S, oz 2 The ooncentza­
tion of helium metaatablea ia wzitten n^ , and their avezage 
velocity ia alao taken aa v. Some of the helium in the 
diaohazge zegion ia ionized, and the ooncentzation of theae 
ia wzitten aa n^ • Theae ions aze fozmed pzincipally in the 
cathode zegion itaelf, and oonaequently have not been accel-
ezated by any electzio field; thus they may be pzeaumed to be 
in zough thezmal equilibzium with the neutzal helium atoma. 
To this appzozimation, theiz avezage velocity ia alao taken 
aa V. 
The atomic pazticlea of aluminum aze intzoduoed into the 
diachazge zegion aa neutzal atoma; they could not penetrate 
the dazk apace fzom the cathode wall if they weze poaitively 
ohazged. The aluminum in the diachazge zegion conaista of 
both neutzal atoms and iona, some aluminum having been ion­
ized by collision with other particles within the plasma. 
The total concentration of aluminum ia then taken as the aum 
of So and , where theae symbolize the oonoentrations of 
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atome and Ions xeBpeotlvely. Fox the same xeaeons as In the 
caae of heliunif the avezage velocity of both the neutral and 
Ionized aluminum paitlolea «ill be taken as V. 
The diaohazge oontalna also a cloud of free electrons. 
Fox thelx oonoentxation is used the symbol n_ » and fox 
theix avexage velooity . It must be xemaxked that the 
dletzlbution of electxona with energy ie not Uaxwellian, but 
contains an appxeoiable numbez of xathez high enexgy electrons* 
Ihese lattez axe those which hove been emitted fzum the 
cathode and accelexated thzough the cathode dazk space 
without loss of enezgy by oolliaion. luost of the ooncentze-
tion n^ ia made up of alowex electxona which have been 
pxoduoed in oolliaione along with positive ions* Because 
of the high enezgy contribution to the electzonio distzi-
butiont howevez, v^ ia gzeater than that which would be 
given by asauming the electzons to be distzibuted accozd-
ing to Maxwell's lawt and in thezmal equilibzium with the 
othez paztioles* One fuzthez zemazk may be made about n_ , 
based on the obsezved fact that the zegion of the dischazge 
is pzacticelly field fzee. This observation implies that 
there ie no net charge in the zegioni and thezefoze the 
equation may be wzitten 
n • n. + 
• • T • 
Ihe helium oazrier gas is probably in thermal equilibrium 
with the wallsi and the velooity distribution of its atoms 
- To­
la yexy nesily Maxwelllan. The total oonoentxetlon of 
helium pax tides is then 0*96 x 10^^ p/T atoms per om^ , 
where p is in mm of Ug and T is in degrees Kelvin. 
Although the concentration of neutral excited states of the 
helium, except for the metastable states, will not be 
considered below, it may be noted that these concentrations 
are certainly small in comparison to n. 
The interactions of these particles with each other 
and with the walls of the hollow cathode may now be examined 
more closely In an attempt to calculate their concentrations. 
The motion of the various atoms and ions in the plaema 
within the cathode is described by the diffusion equation, in 
which the term 'dn/^t is sere in the steady state. In the 
case in which no sources or sinks for the particles are 
located inside the volume this becomes Laplace's equation, 
and the concentration of atomic particles is completely 
determined by the boundary conditions. This is the case for 
the total concentration of aluminum atomic particles (that is, 
for the sum of neutral atoms and ions). If, on the other 
hand, there exist processes which occur inside the volume 
which create or destroy the particles of interest, then 
additional terms must be added. Fox ions, for instance, 
these would change the steady-state diffusion equation to 
read 
-  l t i + B - O .  
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Heze D Is the diffusion ooeffiolent. The toTn l7?18 the 
zute at whloh the Ions sze destzoyed thzoughout the volume, 
and is pzopoztional to the conoentzation. B is a zate at 
which the ions aze pzoduoed thzoughout the volume and is 
taken as independent of conoentzation. Fez fzom the wallSf 
the domincinoe of the lattez two tezms give a unifozm 
ooncentzetion ^  > B/L. The oonoentzation in the nelghtoz-
hood of the walls depends on the boundazy conditions. If 
these aze such that the wall Is a sink foz the paztloles, 
then the flux density at the walls is given by wheze 
X is in a dizeotlon pezpendiculaz to the wall. This zate 
of outflow may also be appzoximated by the effusion density 
, wheze v Is the avezage velocity of the paztides, and 
W Is then less than the avezage oozicentzatlon in thd zegion 
end may be taken as a lowez limit* The zate of effusion is 
used as an appzoxlmatlon fzom a oonsldezation of the diffusion 
pzocess as zesulting fzom the zandom motion of the paztloles. 
This is the avezage zate at which the paztloles will ozose 
any boundazy in eithez direction. It is only a good 
appzoxlmatlon to the extent that la a good appzoxlmatlon 
to the avezage of 
This pzovldes a method foz the estimation of the posi­
tive ion ooncentzatlons, foz the flux density of these to 
the walls of the cathode is measuzed in the expeziment as 
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the dlsohazge ouzzent.^ I t  the thioknesB of the oathode 
dazk apaoe is Ignozed in oomparieon with the zadlue of the 
oathode, the wall current density may then be set equal to 
the sum of the effusion rates of aluminum and helium ions, 
giving 
1 . ?±L.  ^!±L . (1) 
2 TV zh 4 4 
The symbol 1 is heze used foz the total dlsohazge ouzzent 
in units of eleotzonio charge pez seoond, and z and h aze 
the zadlus and depth of the plasma within the cathode. The 
quantities n^ and may then be zegazded as lowez limits 
on these oonoentzations. The pzesumption that the ion 
ooncentzation is appzoximetely unifozm is vezified expezi-
mentally by the obsezvation that the bzlghtness of the 
dischazge varies little throughout the plasma. The radia­
tion fzom the tube is pzinoipally fzom He I lines which 
aze excited by electron bombardment; if this is uniform 
then so is the electron ooncentration. This then verifies 
that the ions are also distributed uniformly in the plasma. 
The process of oathode sputtering is an example of 
diffusion in which no sources oz sinks aze pzesent in the 
volume. Here the total concentration inside the volume 
Some of the ouzzent at the walls is oazzled by 
elections emitted undez the bombazdment of ions, the de-
excitation of metastables, and the absozption of enezgetic 
photons. This fzaction of the cuzzent, although sufficient 
to supply eleotzons to maintain the dlsohazge self-sustaining 
is neveztheless small oompazed to the ion ouzzent and is 
ignozed above. 
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of paztlolee fzom the cathode depends on the pzooeases at 
the walla alone. &t the aide walla of the oathode, atoma 
aze intzoduoed into the dlachazge at aome zate So dependent 
on the ion cuzzent deneltiea and enezglea. These lattez 
may be expected to zemaln zoughly oonatant in the dlaohazge 
except when the opezatlon of the tube appzoaohed inatabllityf 
a a deaczibed on page 20. Bombazdment of the cathode by 
alofflinuA and helitun ions might be expected to involve 
diffezent efficiencies of sputtezing, howevez, and this may 
be zepzesented by the use of the letteza and /h« foz the 
avezage nuabez of aluminum atoma dialodged fzom the auzfaoe 
pez ion impact foz the two kinds of pazticlest at the 
enezgiea they possess. If the fact that at least the open 
end of the cathode ia a sink foz the aluminum pazticles la 
ignozedi the solution of the Laplacian zesults in a unifozm 
distzibution of aluminum atomic pazticlest and following 
Townea (cf. zef. 19) the zate at which they aze retuzned to 
the walla pez unit azea may be given aa the effusion density. 
The conoentzation to be used ia the aum of the concentzationa 
of iona and neutral atoma of aluminum. The zate at which 
atoma leave the cathode auzfaoe may then be aet equal to the 
rate at which atoma end ions of aluminum zetuzn. This yielda 
the equation 
^ " f M ^ ( V . (2) 
4 " Jm 4 Jai 4 
i 
1 
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Ihe oppzoxiffiBtlon that no eputtezad atoms aze loat 
thzough the open and of the cathode doaa not introduce 
sezlouB ezzor into the diacuasion ao long aa the ratio of 
length to zadlua of the oathode ia feizly large. The 
average concentration of aluminuffl will be leea than that 
given in the equation above if the wall area ia not large 
compared to the open end area* Since the valuea of the 
efficiencies f aze not known except in order of magnitudet 
howevert the uae of the appzoximation does not contribute 
seriously to the uncertaintiea in the value of the aluminum 
concentration. The equation may be rearranged to give the 
concentzation of neutzal aluminum atoms in the dischazge 
zegion as 
No « + C /m - 1)N^ (2a) 
4 thizd equation may in pzinciple be wzitten describing 
the dynamic equilibrium which exists between the processes 
of conversion and re-conversion of aluminum atoms and ions. 
Uowever» the processes involved here are not confined to the 
wall but take plaoe throughout the volume. They are colliaion 
processes between particles representing the various conatit-
uents of the plasma. It will then be helpful to describe in 
some detail the general characteristics of the types of 
collision which are important. 
Inelaetio oolliBlons among atomic paztioles have been 
divided Into collisions of the first and second kinds. The 
fozmex Involve the conversion of part of the kinetic energy 
of interaction into potential energy of excitation. These 
are represented in the hollow cathode discharge of this 
experiment by the excitation end/or ionization of heliom and 
aluminum by electron impact. The cross-sections for many of 
these reactions have been studied both experimentally and 
theoretically. In general, the energy dependence of these 
cross-sections is as follows! the function Increases rapidly 
from a threshold at the excitation energy of the state, and 
assumes a maximum value at some energy . From here the 
cross-section falls off steadily towards higher energies. 
The amount by which exceeds the threshold, and the shape 
of the curve at higher energy, depend on the type of 
trsnsition involved. For instance the maxima in these 
curves of cross-section versus energy are much broader for 
ionization or for excitation through optically allowed 
transitions than for excitation through optically forbidden 
transitions. The maximum value of the ionization croas-
section of an atom Is in general higher than the maxima of 
those for excitation, but is less than that given by a 
billiard ball model for the colllaion. 
Collisions of the second kind Involve the transfer of 
potentlsl energy of excitation from one of the interacting 
particles to the other. If the second particle la unable 
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to take up ell of thla energy, the remolnder appears as 
kinetic energy of recoil; collisions in which this recoil 
is appreciable have accordingly heen called super-elastic 
by some authors. A collision of the second kind may be 
described by the reaction equetion; 
A * +  B — A  +  
where the starred letters represent atoms in some excited 
state, and S is the so-called energy discrepancy. The 
collision may result in exchange of charge as well as 
excitation: in this case for instance, A*8nd B*might be 
excited ions in the equation, and A and B neutral atoms. 
Another possibility is that the process may result in the 
ionization of one of the participants. In a reaction such 
as this, a free electron would be added on the right side of 
the equation, and B*would be an excited ion. 
The cross-section for collisions of this type may be 
calculated approximately, and are discussed by Uassey and 
Burhop'®. The principal prediction is that these processes 
will exhibit a rather sharp resonance, the cross-sections 
becoming in the order of one hundred times larger than the 
gas kinetic values for small values of . The resonance 
peaks should be sharper for the cases of simple exchange of 
excitation than for collisions involving charge exchange as 
well. 
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A fuzthez theozetloal pzedlotlon Is known as Wlgnez's 
spin zule. This states that the ozoss-seotlon foz such a 
collision will be small unless the zeautlon oonsezves the 
total eleotzon spin of the system. Aooozdlng to Uassey end 
Buzhopi It Is to be expected that this zule should be 
weakened If spln-ozblt coupling In the atom Is appzeclable. 
The expezlmentel evidence oonoeznlng collisions of the 
second kind has been discussed In books by Mitchell and 
"51 "52 
Zemansky I by Wllley^ and othezs. The zesonance chazactez 
of the Intezactlon has been conflzmed by many Investigators. 
Among these, £eutlez and Josephy^ have pezfozmed experiments 
on the mezcuzy sensitised fluozescence of sodium which aze 
especially wozthy of notice. They studied the excitation of 
2 
sodium atoms fzom thelz 3s S gzound state by collision with 
•5 
excited mezcuzy atoms In thelz 6 P states, and obsezved a 
2 
shazp maximum of excitation of the sodium state 7 S. If 
xhls excitation Is pzesumed to have zesulted fzom a 
collision of the second kind, tiansfezzlng mezcuzy atoms 
fzom the level 6^Pi to thelz gzound state, then a positive 
enezgy dlsczepancy of 0.020 ev Is calculated. They also 
found In the same expezlment a much weakez maximum in the 
2 
excitation of the 3 S state, which is pzesumebly pzoducad 
with the de-excltatlon of the metastable mezcuzy 6^Po. The 
weakness of the maximum In this case is explained by the 
calculated enezgy dlsczepancy of 0.218 ev. The zesultlng 
collision czoss-sectlon would then be much less than in the 
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fozmex oaae, which would outweigh the effect of the highez 
oonoentzation of the mezcuzy ffletastahleB. 
The ohsezvationa in suppozt of the spin zale aze not so 
olean-out* Indeed, theze is much expezimental evidence that 
the zule is not yezy rigid. This is deaonstzeted in the case 
of helium, wheze the Bussell-Saundezs coupling is good. 
"54 
Lees and Skinnez'^ , in the couzse of expeziments to measuze 
the excitation of helium by eleotzons, obsezyed a secondazy 
effect which it seems possible to explain only by means of 
collisions of the second kind of the foibidden type} 
He(n^P) + He(l^S) — He(l^S) + He(n'])) + , 
with a Tezy lazge czoss-section* Uassey and Buzhop(zef. 30, 
p. 431) quote the zesults of fuzthez expeziments by Mauzez 
and Wolf giving the absolute values of czoss-sections foz 
collisions of the second kind which lead to exchange of 
excitation between helium atoms. Foz a collision allowed by 
the spin zule, 
Ue(5^P) + He(l^S) — He(lH) + He(5^D) + 0.003 ov 
the ozoss-section is 5*1 x 10**^^ cm^, whezeas foz the 
cozzesponding fozbidden zeaction, 
He(5^P) He(l^S) — He(l^S) + He(5^D) + 0.003 ev 
the ozoss-section is 2.7 x 10**^^ cm^. Thus the spin zule is 
not fully dependable even heze. 
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£zpezlffient8 have also been pezfozmed by Luffendaok and 
oo-wozkez8 on the **enhancement" of ybzIoub lines of Pb | 
and Cu II and A1 by colliBlone of the second kind with 
neon In a special form of hot-cathode dlschazge tube. These 
zesulte also Indicate that the dependence of the excitation 
ozoss-sectlons upon angulaz mofflentum is not entlzely In 
accozd with the Wlgnez zule. 
A fuzthez type of collision of Impoztance heze Involves 
the zecofflblnatlon of Ions In the volume of the gas, 
Becofflblnatlon by dlzect collision uf a positive Ion and an 
electzont with the exc^es enezgy llbezated by continuum 
zadlatlon, has been studied In the atomic gases at low 
pressuze, and also In a few cases with metallic vapozs* The 
zesulte of these expezlments, as well as of the theozy, 
Indicates that the czoss-sectlon foz such events Is small. 
The values of the zecomblnatlon coefficient foz these 
zadlatlve pzooesses aze of the ozdez of 10' cmVauo. 
Although no ezpezlmental zesulte on the zecomblnatlon of 
aluminum positive Ions and electzons aze available. It seems 
safe to assume this value oozzect In ozdez of magnitude foz 
this case. 
A second mechanism foz volume zecomblnatlon is the 
thzee-body oolllslon» allowing the excess enezgy to be 
taken up as kinetic enezgy of a thizd paztlcle. The 
recombination coefficient due to this pzocess is pzopoztional 
to pzessuze in the zange of pzessuze of this expeziment. 
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ka attempt may now be made to apply the foregoing 
disoueaion to the problem of the relative oonoentrotlone of 
aluffiinum ions and atoms. The ionisation of aluminum atoms 
is aooomplished by two major prooesses. These are eleotronio 
oollisionsy and oollisions with helium metastablesi Aluminum 
ions may be destroyed by reoombination with electrons in the 
plasma, or may be removed by diffusion to the walls, ^ach of 
these prooesses will now be considered. 
lonisation by electron impact will take plaoe at a 
rate given by 
» Mo n.vg cf, • 
liere and below, the rates B are distinguished by super­
scripts or - to indicate whether the process is of 
production or loss, and by numerical subscripts to indicate 
the order of discussion. The quantity cS^ is an average 
cross-section for ionization of aluminum by electrons of 
these energies. 
Aluminum atoms may also be ionized by collisions of the 
second kind with either of the helium metastables. The 
energy released by the helium atom in its consequent tran­
sition to the ground state is not very closely matched by 
any A1 II state (the energy of these being measured above 
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the gzound state of A1 l).° Despite this, one might expect 
the ''zesonanoe peak** to be bxoad for the zeaotion as it 
involres the detachment of an electroni so that the cross-
<—16 2 
section should be at least of the ozdez of 10 cm • The 
zate of the zeaotion, 
'*'R« • Ho n^ V 
c. m 
natuzally involves the concentzation of helium metastables; 
this may be estimated in a similaz way* They aze pzoduced 
fzom unexcited helium atoms by eleotzonic oollisionsi and 
aze deatzoyed thzough collisions with fast helium atoms in 
which they aze fuzthez excited to states fzom which zadiative 
decay is possible. They aze also zemoved fzom the plasma 
by diffusion to the walls, wheze they aze de-excited. Both 
of these pzooesses have been discussed by Mitchell and 
Zemansky in connection with expeziments to detezmine the 
lifetimes of the metastables. Obsezvations on the concentza­
tion of metastables in these expeziments weze made by an 
optical absozption technique aftez shutting off a dischazge 
in the gas chambez. An exponential decay of this concentza­
tion was obsezved, foz which the decay constant^ was found. 
^ The smallest enezgy disczepancy in collision with a 
helium metastable is found in the zeaotiont 
iie I (2^S) A1 I (Js^Jp —He I (Is^ ^So) + 
A1 II (3 ^ D) + e" 0.184 ev 
1 
1 
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Ihe oonstant vazled with pieseuze in socozd with the 
equation 
wheze B and G aze oonetanta ohazaotezlstio of the 
expezljsent. The fizst term in this equation zepzesents the 
zate of disappeazanoe of metastables due to diffusion to the 
walls I whezeas the second zepzesents the loss thzough 
oollisions with neutzal zaze gas atoms. 
The steady state chazactez of the diffusion pzooesses 
in this ezpeziment makes questionable the use of the fizst 
tezffl heze. The second tezm may ceztainly be used* however. 
Foz the constant C in the case of heliua and its metastable 
2^Sf Zenansky quotes £bbinghaus's value of 107i if p is in 
fflffl Hg. 
The conoentzation of metastables la then obtained by 
equating the zates of pzoduction and loss: 
n n_v^ cf^ ->s n^ , 
oz 
n n^Vg o'„ 
*^m • 
The eleotzon velocity v^ is used for the relative velocity 
between colliding particles. A non-committal^ la used to 
desczibe the total zate, in sec"^, at which metastables are 
removed, and represents the average cross-section for the 
production of helium metastables by electronic collision. 
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Ihe zate of alamlnuin lonleation by socond-kind collisions 
may now be wzltten 
. N^n n d", v 
+ R . ^-2 . 
2 /3 
The oonTdZslon of aluffiinum lozis back Into neutzal atoms 
zesults in pazt fzom zeoombinatlon at a zate , 
n^ oC . 
Heze, the symbol zepzesents the zeoombinatlon coefficient. 
AluffllnuB Ions aze also lost thzoagh thelz diffusion to the 
walls. In this case, In which theze Is zeason to expect 
that the conoentzatlon of Ions Is falzly unlfozm, the total 
zate of zemoTal of Ions Is Aqaal to the cuzzent density of 
aluminum Ions at the walls times the azea ovez which It 
ocouzs, 
2 /r zh — 
4 
The volume zete of loss of Ions due to this cause Is theze-
foze given by 
B5 - -2 
a 2z 
Equating the total zates of Inczease and deczease of 
aluminum Ion conoentzatlon, 
+ Bg " B^ + Bg f 
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whioh yields 
N^n^nv • N V 
n_<x + 
The oonoentzation of alumlnam ions is then 
. nvcf»a'm \ 
IS. ] 
H . - ^ ' (3) 
V 
tt- a< + —Ji' 
This ezpzession might now be combined with equations (l) and 
(28) to eliminate Na and n_ . The zeeulting expzession would 
be zathez oumbezsome. Appzozimations may ^ e made, howeyez, 
which do not appeez unzeaeonable on the basis of estimates of 
the ozosB-seotions involyed. The value of the pzessuze 
dependent pazt of was quoted above as 107 p ; with the 
value of n in tezms of p and T calculated above this may be 
given in tezms of n and I as 
' nl X 10"^'' seo'^ . 
c --Ifi 2 
#ith V10^ oVseo and taken as 10 om » and if dm. 
and aze oonsidezed to be of the same ozdez of magnitude, 
it is seen that the tezm 
nv ^ ^ 
> o, 
f. 
by a faotoz of the ozdez of about 3 x 10'^ at zoom tempezatuze. 
The decay constant of the metastables ^  contains also a 
tezm due to wall diffusion; the value of this cannot be 
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eatlmated without moxe information on the distribution of 
the metastable states. It seems safe to negleot the pressure 
dependence of the quantity In parentheses in the numerator 
at any rate, for if this additional term in ^  is large, 
then the quotient will no longer exceed by suoh a large 
margin* Equation (3) above, may then be shortened to: 
J (3a) 
Using equations (2a) for No in terms of and n^ , and 
equation (l) for n^ in terms of 5^ , the above may be 
reduced to the expressiont 
/ iJlTn d, Vg (4) 
H -
 ^* "SxT * (/« ' * V yi 
If the decay constant^ has the value above, the 
coefficient of the combination of f 's in the third term in 
the denominator takes on a numerical value of about 10"^^ 
« V 
cmVsec which is comparable to oi and ^rzT" * 
addition the ions present are largely helium, the dependence 
of n^ on may be neglected and the aquation fox assumes 
the form 4 
A r t  2 rr rh , 
H « (4a) 
* 0( + f- + M 
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vihexe (X is pxopoxtlonel to pxeeeuxe and to 1/T, end the/T 
faotoxa oome fzom the velooltlea. The l>iightne88 of the 
vaxioua spectxal lines of A1 II ahould be xou^hly pxopoxtional 
to this conoentxation, and to the oonoentxation of the parti­
cles which excite the aluminua ions into the initial states 
of these txansitions. 
If the aluminum ions exe pxoduced pximaxily by collisions 
of the second kind between ground state aluminum atoms and 
helium metastables, the aluminum will be left pxinoipally 
in the A1 II level as noted in the footnote on page 81* 
Fxom this level they may decay xadlstively to the state 
with xathex low pxobabillty (the spectral line corxespondlng 
to this txanaition is at 3*13 mioxons, In the infra red) and 
to th'*: state wita a rather high probability and giving 
rise to the ultra-violet line ^ 1989.8 A . The relative 
probability of these two transitions is given by the V ^  
consideration to be about 6 x 10^ • From the 3^1* state 
another high-probability transition is possible to the 
ground state of A1 11, even further in the ultra violet. 
Neither of these latter two transitions were observable in 
the wavelength range of the present experiment. The bright­
ness of these lines would have served as a useful check on 
the ionisation mechanism postulated above, and it is unfor­
tunate that they were not accessible for measurement here. 
Ihe few newly-produced ions in the 3^B level which decay 
radiatively into the 4^1* state then drop further into the 
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4^S state, fxom whloli oiiginates the ^2816 line, or into 
2 1 1 
the 3p B, thenoe to go also to the 3 F with the emission 
of X3900.7 • Ihus they oontrlbute to the Intensity of two 
of the lines observed from the lower Al II levels. Uost of 
the population of these levels probably comes from electron­
ic excitation of the A1 II ground state however, and the 
brightness of the lines from them must therefore be further 
dependent on the electron concentration. 
Togethert these considerations lead to the expectation 
that the lines corresponding to these and other transitions 
from states populated in this way should be proportional to 
the square of the wall current density. 
Slfflilarlyf the dependence on carrier gas pleasure of 
these lines should be of the form ^ . Without a more 
precise knowledge of the recombination coefficient it is 
not possible to predict the relative magnitude of A and Bp. 
It may be noted however that the equation (4) does predict 
that this pressure dependence should be greater for the 
larger cathodes than for the small. 
The form of temperature variation of the concentration 
of A1 II depends on the relative magnitude of the term in 
the denominator of equation (4a)iand on the possible temper­
ature variation of the values of the spattering efficiencies 
f • 
The brightnesses of lines of A1 II which represent tran­
sitions from highly excited states of the ions are further 
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dependent on yet another type of excitation pzocess. Such 
a pzooesB aay Involve collisions of the second kind between 
low-lying Al II levels and excited states of He I, Fox 
such oolllslona to be very frequent, their oross-sactlons 
must be rather large, for certainly the concentrationa of 
most excited states of both Al II and He I are not large. 
A search of the tabulation of energy levels of Al II 
and of He I has revealed a few docen such possible collision 
reactions* Sona of the higher series members of Al II, from 
which transitions were observed, were capable of excitation 
by three or four different collisions which Involved low 
valuea of energy discrepancy. For Instance, the 8^F level 
of Al II could be excited by the following transitions: 
He(5'p) + Al 11(5^3) — He(;;'p) + Al II(8^F) .0027 av 
fla(3's) ^ Al II(5^S)— Ha(2's) + Al II(8^F) - .0044 av 
The Una A 2681.3 originating on the 8^F level of Al II was 
observed to have much larger intensity than Its series 
neighbors at low pressures. 
Similarly the 9^6 levels might be populated by the 
reactlona: 
He(4'p) Al II(4'd) — Ha(2^S) + Al IKs'g) + .00073 ev 
He(3^P) + Al II(5^S) — He(2's) + Al IlO'o) + .0035 ev 
Ha(3^S) + Al II(5^ii)-'He(2's) -i- Al IIO'g) - .0050 ev 
He(3^S) + Al II(4'd) —He(2^S) + Al II(9^G) + .0093 ev 
The line A 4347 from the level 9^G was also brighter than 
its aeriea nelghbora at low pressures, in the smaller 
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oothodes. 
Cn the other hsndi eevexal poeeible collision zeaotlona 
with low enexgy diecxepanoy and pxesmiebly large oroas-
eeotione may be found for the exoitstlon of the A1 II levels 
io'gj 
He(5^S) + A1 II(5^S) —He(2^S) + A1 11(10^0)+ .OO3I ev 
Ho(4's) + kl II(4^F) — He(ii^S) + Al II(1o'g)+ .0047 ev 
He(4's) + Al 11(4'^) —He(2^S) + Al II(Io'g)- .0017 ev 
The line A4I6O1 from this lO^G level was in evexy oase 
weakex than its sezies neighboxs. 
If these and similar prooesses ere to be considexed aa 
an explanation fox the obeexved peaks in the intensities of 
lines fxom the highex sexies membexs, a quite non-unifozm 
population of the lower excited states of Al II ox He I must 
be postulated. Such non-unifoxmities in the distxibutions 
of excited states might be expected to axise in both oases 
due to the pxesenoe of metastable states in the enexgy level 
•5 1 
schemes of the atomic system. In Ue I, the 2 S and 2 S 
*5 *5 
levels axe metastablot and in Al II, the ,$p 3p ^2 
states axe metastable. These might well lead to an ovex 
population^ not only of these states, but also to states 
immediately above them which oould be xepeatedly excited by 
the pxocess of impxisonment of theix xesonanoe xadiation to 
the metastables. The concentxation of metastable aluminum 
ions would be pxopoxtional in this range to the xeoipxocal 
of the helium gas pxessuxe, fox they would be liable to 
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•* 
oolllBlons whloh woald shift them to the state, fzom 
which zsdlQtlon la posalhle. The only line from this state 
la the intezoomblnatlon line A 2669 however, and so the 
lifetime of this atate 3would be expected to be large. 
JJesplte the plausibility of these processes, ouch more 
complete analyals of the brightnesses of these and many 
more llnea of the A1 II apeotrum would be needed before 
this model could be believed. It Is suggested merely that 
this might be a possible meohanlam for the production of the 
observed peaks. 
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Y. SUMMARY 
The expezlmental part of this leseazoh Involved 
aeesurements of the brightness of a hollow oathode dls-
ohazge in the light of vazious wavelengths of the fizat 
epazk spectzum of aluminua. The hollow oathode tube was 
oonstzuoted in acoord with modezn specifications for a 
light souroe fox high zesolution speotzoscopy. The line 
bzightnesses weze measuzed undez vazious conditions of 
opezation of the dischazge tube. The exteznal pazametezs 
which weze vazied weze dischazge cuzzent, cathode tempexa-
tuze, cazziez gas pzessuze and cathode diametez. 
Xhe motivation foz the expeziment was two-fold. 
Fizstly it was desized to obtain efflpizical infozmation on 
the optifflum conditions foz the opezation of this type of 
souzoe foz the pzoduction of speotzai and,secondly, data 
weze sought which might help to clazify the atomic excitation 
pzooesses. Both of these objectives have been attained to 
some extent. 
In genezal it has been found that the bzightness of the 
souzoe is zoughly pzopoztional to the squaze of the wall 
ouzzent density. There is an optimum pzessuze foz opezation 
of the dischazge which is dependent on the cathode diametez 
andf to some extent, on the cathode tempezatuze and on the 
pszticulaz atomic lines to be excited. 
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The avezege line bzlghtness at oonetant ourxent varied 
approximately Inveraely with tlie square of the cathode 
diameter. From the quadratic dependence of \)rlghtnee8 on 
wall current density noted aboye, this Impllee that cathode 
diameter has little or no effect on the brilliance of the 
source. The total light output from the discharge should 
then vary directly with the square of the cathode diameteri 
a result which Is not Inconsistent with the observations of 
Winger^'' of the spectrum of Pb II In a hot hollow cathode. 
It has been found possible to explain In a rough way 
the features of the brightness variations by making a 
number of approximations concerning the physical processes 
within the discharge, and some rather crude estimates of the 
magnitudes of various Important but uzilmown oonstants of the 
atomic Interactions. In addition a mechanism has been 
proposed for the preferential excitation of certain excited 
states of the aluminum ion, which lead to the peaks observed 
in the brightnesses of several series of atomic lines in its 
spectrum. 
In addition the observations of Sawyer^^ on the ''limit 
of excitation** of the kl II spectrum in the type of source 
have been confirmed. 
1 
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